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Introduction
A compositional strategy was developed almost 50 years ago in 
order to understand the complex organization of the eukary-
otic genome. This strategy relied on the most elementary, 
yet the most fundamental, property of DNA, the frequency 
of short sequences (3–5 nucleotides in size), and, as a proxy, 
the base composition. The rationale was that the properties 
of the genome basically depend upon the composition of its 
coding and noncoding nucleotide sequences. Originally, the 
compositional approach was based on the high resolution of 
DNA preparations (10–20 kb in size), as obtained by prepara-
tive ultra centrifugation in Cs2SO4 density gradients run in 
the presence of sequence-specific ligands, such as silver ions1 
and, later, 3,6-bis-(acetatomercurimethyl)-dioxane (BAMD).2 
This approach fractionated DNA fragments according to the 
density of the short nucleotide sequences that were binding 
the ligand (Supplementary Fig. 1). This fractionation can-
not be achieved by approaches (such as CsCl ultracentrifu-
gation) that rely only on GC levels. Since short sequences 
determine the fine structure of DNA, as well as its interaction 
with proteins such as histones and transcription factors, the 
compositional strategy leads, in fact, to a fractionation of the 
genome on the basis of its structure and function.

Using the original ultracentrifugation approach, the 
compositional strategy led to a breakthrough, namely the 
demonstration that the genomes of vertebrates (neglecting 
satellite DNAs) are compartmentalized in terms of base com-
position, such that they can be resolved into a small number of 

“major components”3 characterized by different frequencies of 
short nucleotide sequences.4 In fact, the DNA molecules of 
the major components are derived (by degradation during 
preparation) from DNA stretches that were originally esti-
mated to be more than 300 kb in average size,5,6 and have 
a “fairly homogeneous” GC (guanine+cytosine) level, which 
were called “isochores”.7 Isochores belong to a small number 
of families that correspond to the above-mentioned “major 
components” and cover a very broad GC range (33%–59%) 
in the human genome. Each isochore family covers a range of 
4%–7% GC (Supplementary Table 1). Needless to say, as soon 
as chromosomal and genomic sequences became available, the 
compositional approach was applied to DNA sequences using 
GC levels as a proxy for the frequencies of short nucleotide 
sequences. Indeed, these frequencies are different in different 
isochore families.8,9

Since all structural/functional properties of the genome 
that could be tested are correlated with the base composition 
of nucleotide sequences,10 it is obvious that a map of isochores 
is of great interest in the study of the organization, function, 
and evolution of genomes. We will first briefly describe here 
the experimental approach developed a few years ago and then 
move on to the new automatic procedure.

The original approach consisted in assessing GC levels 
of 100-kb DNA stretches over chromosomal sequences.10–14 
More recently, Costantini et al.15, using UCSC release hg17, 
partitioned the entire chromosomal sequences of the human 
genome16–18 assembly into nonoverlapping 100-kb windows 
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and calculated their GC levels using the program draw_ 
chromosome_gc.pl (http://genomat.img.cas.cz).13,14 The choice 
of the window size of 100 kb was justified by the fact that the 
high variances observed when using smaller windows (due to 
frequency variations in exons, introns, CpG islands, 3′- and 
5′-untranslated regions, scaffold/matrix attachment regions, 
and, especially, interspersed repeats) decrease with increas-
ing window size, reaching a plateau value at 100 kb (Fig. 2 
of Ref. 15).

The profile of GC levels of the 100-kb windows in each 
chromosome was scanned for steps that were detectable on 
the basis of GC differences between contiguous windows. 
In other words, isochore borders were identified on the basis 
of marked compositional differences of contiguous isochores 
that belonged to different families (Fig. 3B of Ref. 15). The 
results obtained via this simple procedure, which involved 
only properties of bulk DNA and no annotated features, 
demonstrated a complete coverage of the human euchromatic 
genome sequence by 3,159 isochores having an average size 
of 900 kb and totaling 2,854 Mb.15 As already mentioned, 
isochores belong to families characterized by GC levels that 
are comparable with those initially detected by ultracentrifu-
gation experiments.6,19

Putting isochore size into bins of 1% GC revealed local 
maxima (peaks) of isochore families at 35.5%, 38.7%, 43.0%, 
48.5%, and 55.0% GC for L1, L2, H1, H2, and H3 iso-
chores and local minima (valleys) at 37%, 41%, 46%, and 53% 
(Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2A).15 The 
existence of isochore families in the human genome, origi-
nally based on the ultracentrifugation experiments and short 
sequence frequencies already mentioned, is also supported by 
the multimodal distribution of coding sequences (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2B),20 as well as by the presence of genes that largely 
belong to different functional classes,10,21 by different chroma-
tin states22 and by different chromatin structures.23

A remarkable discovery was that the GC level ranges 
of isochore family borders are essentially conserved  during 
 evolution.24–26 Indeed, among vertebrates, compositional 
genome differences barely concern the isochore family ranges, 
except the DNA amounts present in isochore families, as 
shown for fish (four species, zebrafish, medaka, stickle-
back, and pufferfish, that belong to four distant orders and 
cover almost the entire GC range of fish genomes), chicken, 
 mammals ( chimpanzee, dog, mouse, opossum, platypus), and 
xenopus. In fact, similar results were also obtained in inverte-
brates,27 in which case, however, only a relatively small  number 
of genomes were investigated.

In the human genome, five isochore families were esti-
mated (Supplementary Table 1) to represent 19%, 36%, 31%, 
11%, and 3% (from L1 to H3), respectively,15,19,28 of the total 
genome size. While these values are essentially conserved 
among eutherian mammals, they differ in other vertebrates, 
as already mentioned, GC-rich families being even absent in a 
number of cold-blooded vertebrates.

Material and Methods
Although the approach of Costantini et al.15 was satisfac-
tory for investigating a number of genome properties, it had 
two minor problems and one major practical problem. The 
first minor problem was that a fixed, nonoverlapping window 
approach obviously does not cut isochores at their borders and 
therefore integrates flanking sequences into isochores. How-
ever, this problem is less serious than one may imagine because 
(1) the “wrong” starts and ends of isochores are ,100 kb away 
from the “right” ones; (2) the fraction of the affected isochore 
is notable only for the smallest isochores, which represent a 
very small minority of all isochores15; and (3) the “wrong” 
starts and ends of isochores are located in flanking isochores 
that, as a rule, belong to the compositionally closest families, a 
fact that minimizes their impact on isochore composition and 
family assignment. The second minor problem was that in a 
small number of cases, contiguous stretches characterized by 
slightly different GC levels were separated despite belonging 
to the same isochore family.

Although the approach of Costantini et al.15 led to 
a definition of isochore families and to a mapping of iso-
chores, despite the above-mentioned minor problems, a seri-
ous practical problem remained, namely, the fact that the 
approach is very labor intensive and time consuming. This 
hinders a large-scale application of the procedure. Moreover, 
a small level of subjective decisions about isochore borders 
is unavoidable.

An automatic compositional approach has, therefore, 
become an absolute necessity because of the exponentially 
increasing number of genome sequences that are currently 
produced and also because of the need to rapidly explore the 
results obtained when changing parameters. Therefore, we 
developed a fast approach that is very flexible, which again is 
a necessity because of the variety of compositional situations 
in eukaryotic genomes and the different problems that may 
be investigated.

The approach follows the same logic used in previous 
investigations in that the compositional (GC) profiles of chro-
mosomes are scanned through fixed, nonoverlapping windows, 
the optimal value of 100 kb being used as the window size, 
and the upper and lower GC boundaries of isochore families 
being those defined by Ref. 15 (Supplementary Table 1). Indeed, 
50-kb windows lead to oversegmentation and 200- or 400-kb 
windows to a loss of resolution (Supplementary Fig. 3).

In order to define isochores on chromosomal DNA 
sequences, we developed an in-house script in Python,29 which 
was applied to the entire sequence of the completed human 
genome assembly hg38.18 The approach will now be described 
as applied to the smallest human chromosome, chromosome 
21, which was chosen for the sake of convenience. Indeed, 
even if only 33 Mb were considered (because the initial stretch, 
essentially represented by repeated sequences and ribosomal 
DNA, was neglected), it still comprises the full range from L1 
to H3 of isochore families.
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The algorithm starts by segmenting the chromosome 
sequence into nonoverlapping 100-kb DNA segments (as 
originally done in Ref. 13) and assigns each window to an iso-
chore family (L1, L2, …) relying on the percentage of GC 
calculated on the sequence itself. The family assignment on 
the basis of the GC level was that adopted in Ref. 15.

As expected, the compositional profile obtained when 
plotting all the segments of 100 kb within the euchromatic 
part of the chromosome long arm (Fig. 1A) shows that there 
are large regions, well above the window size of 100 kb, in 
which the GC level shows only very small variations, within 
the limits of the compositional boundaries of isochore fami-
lies. Expectedly, this profile is completely different from the 
profile obtained when DNA segments are randomly reshuffled 
(not shown).

The procedure, isoSegmenter, developed here for genome 
segmentation into isochores may be described by presenting 
the main decision points as algorithm steps. In each case, we 
merged adjacent windows by relying on the average and stan-
dard deviation of their GC levels. Once the step was com-
pleted, we assigned each group to an isochore family (L1, 
L2,.) by relying on the final average GC value.

In the first step (Fig. 1B), contiguous 100-kb segments 
that belong to the same family are merged and averaged in 
GC in order to provide an initial definition of isochores.

In the second step (Fig. 1C), isolated, single 100-kb DNA 
segments from a different, yet compositionally closest, family 
are merged with the nearest similar adjacent isochore. More 
precisely, the algorithm evaluates three different cases, which 
consist in merging the isolated window with the right- or left-
hand segments or with both of them. Then, it evaluates the 
standard deviation between the GC levels of the windows in 
each of these different cases and chooses the merging that leads 
to the lowest standard deviation of GC. This step is best illus-
trated by an example, for istance the region between 17 and 
18 Mb of chromosome 21 (Fig. 1B). Starting from the right 
end, the program will try to merge the isolated H1 segment 
with the right-hand L2 segments; such a group is then com-
pared with the group composed by the same window and the 
left-hand L2 segment and with the group composed by the 
windows comprising both flanking segments. Since the latter 
combination leads to the lowest standard deviation, the third 
group is chosen. This step in particular decreases the final iso-
chore number leading to larger homogeneous regions. How-
ever, after this step, it is possible that two adjacent groups have 
the same family classification but are still separated because of 
slightly different GC levels.

In the final third step (Fig. 1D), groups with the same 
isochore family classification are merged and the GC levels of 
contiguous regions are averaged to produce the final isochore 
representation. Figure 2 presents the results obtained for all 
human chromosomes.

It should be noted that the sequences were first ana-
lyzed in order to identify gap positions, and the gaps .5 kb 

were excluded from the calculations by resizing the window 
dimensions. Two windows separated by a gap .5 kb were not 
assigned to the same isochore, and so when a gap is encoun-
tered in the sequence, the current isochore terminates and the 
next isochore starts after the gap.

The output of our program is a Comma Separated Table 
in which isochore sizes and positions are reported along with 
the average GC level of the isochores, their standard devia-
tion, and the difference of GC levels of adjacent isochores 
(see https://github.com/bunop/isoSegmenter). The program 
also displays isochore distribution in a graph in which average 
values of isochores are presented by colored boxes along with 
their genomic positions, while gaps are shown as gray boxes 
(Figs. 1 and 2).

results and discussion
A comparison of isosegmenter with previous seg-

mentation methods. Since the past 15 years, a number of 
genome segmentation approaches were proposed for the 
human genome.30–36 Four such approaches, BASIO,32 GC 
profile,33,34 least-square,35 and isoFinder,36 were carefully 
compared by Schmidt and Frishman.37 These authors stressed 
the highly different segmentation results (Supplementary 
Table 2). Indeed, the number of isochores varied from 1,206 
(GC-profile) and 1,252 (least-squares) to 38,823 (isoFinder) 
and 76,833 (BASIO), and the average isochore size var-
ied from 40 kb (BASIO) and 72 kb (isoFinder) to 2,385 kb 
(GC-profile) and 2,459 kb (least-squares). Therefore, the two 
extreme cases, BASIO and GC-profile, showed ∼60-fold dif-
ferences in the number and size of isochores, while the other 
two, isoFinder and least-squares, exhibited ∼30- to ∼34-fold 
differences. If one compares all these values with the ∼3,200 
isochores having an average size of ∼900 kb obtained by 
Costantini et al.15, one can see that the GC profile and least-
square strongly undersegment, whereas isoFinder and BASIO 
strongly oversegment the genome (Supplementary Table 2).

Despite such striking differences, Schmidt and Frishman37 
realized that “the total amount of genomic DNA classified 
into the same isochore families is very large, with all meth-
ods being in perfect agreement for more than two-thirds of 
the human genome”. These authors proposed a consensus 
approach, isoBase (Fig. 3), which implied, however, averag-
ing very different data. Indeed, isoBase comprises 31,176 iso-
chores with an average size of 99 kb, two values very different, 
roughly by a factor of 10, from the estimates of Costantini et al 
(Supplementary Table 2).15 Despite these problems, a number 
of common features undoubtedly appear among all the pat-
terns of Figure 3, which concerns the telomeric 100 Mb of the 
short arm of human chromosome 1. Moreover, the estimate of 
the relative amounts of isochores in the L1 to H3 families in 
the consensus was not too far from the original estimates of 
Costantini et al (Supplementary Table 1).15

Figure 4 extends the comparisons of Figure 3 to include 
the results of Costantini et al.15, those obtained by using 
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isoSegmenter, isoBase, isoFinder, and a fourth program 
 isoPlotter.38–41 While the first four sets of data showed the 
results expected from Figure 3, isoPlotter shared no com-
mon feature with any of the other approaches. According to 
the most recent publication on isoPlotter (Table 1 of Ref. 39 
and Supplementary Table 2), the human genome comprises 
107,571 “compositional domains” with a mean domain size of 

25,865 bp (∼26 kb). At this size level, the standard deviation of 
GC level is very high because of the variable contribution espe-
cially of repeated sequences (Fig. 2 of Ref. 15), and the long 
regions belonging to different isochore families detected by all 
other approaches are missed. The majority of such domains, 
74,579 (about 70% of the total), are “homogeneous domains” 
with a mean size of 29,668 bp (∼30 kb). The minority, 32,992 
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(about 30% of the total), are “nonhomogeneous domains” with 
a mean size of 17,269 bp (∼17 kb). Finally, 1,071 “isochore 
domains” have a mean size of 652,778 bp (∼653 kb) and rep-
resent only 1% of all compositional domains. As shown in 
Supplementary Table 2, the number and the sizes of “com-
positional compartments” are much higher and much smaller, 
respectively, compared to the corresponding figures for iso-
chores of Costantini et al.15

Differences between the results of isoPlotter and all other 
results are extremely striking and call for an explanation, 
which must concern some fundamental issue(s). In our work, 
the approach relied on the demonstrated compositional com-
partmentalization of the mammalian genome into long, fairly 
homogeneous domains, the isochores that belong to a small 

number of compositional families. Most importantly, isochore 
families were found to be associated with all the structural 
and functional properties of the genome that could be tested 
(eg, gene density, DNA replication, etc.), a set of correlations 
called the genomic code.10 In contrast, the results of isoPlotter 
are based on “a recursive segmentation algorithm that employs 
a dynamic threshold which takes into account the composition 
and length of each segment”. In view of the results of Figure 4, 
isoPlotter can only be defined as an exercise in DNA sequence 
segmentation with no biological relevance (which, in fact, was 
not claimed), as indicated by the lack of correlation between 
the compositional and the structural/functional properties of 
the genome. Regrettably, Elhaik and Graur39 made the same 
mistake of Lander et al.16, 13 years before, by looking at very 
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figure 2. Isochore profiles of all human chromosomes from hg38 release as obtained following the procedure presented in this article. For the left-hand 
scale and horizontal lines, see the legend of figure 1.
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short sequences (20–25 kb) characterized by highly variable 
GC levels that led to the denial of the existence of isochores.

Finally, a Bayesian analysis of isochores,42 as applied 
to the Anolis reptile genome,43 led to the wrong conclusion 
that this genome is a genome without isochores, a conclusion 

in conflict with our finding of an isochore structure in all 
vertebrate genomes tested including Anolis.24–26 In fact, previ-
ous results26 identified in the scaffolds available at that time 
one major, L2, and one minor, H1, isochore family, as well as 
very small amounts of isochores from the L1 and H2 families, 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 Mb

figure 3. Graphical representation of the isochore assignments for the first 100 Mb of the telomeric end of the short arm of human chromosome 1. 
the results of the experimental approach of costantini et al.15 are compared with those obtained from several computational approaches and with their 
consensus (from schmidt and frishman37).
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figure 4. A comparison of the isochore profiles of the telomeric 100 Mb human chromosome 1 (short arm) release hg17, obtained using the approach of 
costantini et al.15 (top), our segmentation approach (isosegmenter), isofinder, isoBase, and isoPlotter. Pre-calculated data from isoBase (the consensus 
approach) were downloaded from hg17 isoBase mirror. for isofinder and isoPlotter+, isochores were calculated with the default parameters suggested by 
the authors directly on hg17 sequences. results were converted and used to produce figure 4. for the color code, see the legend of figure 1.
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all the isochores showing the dinucleotide frequencies typi-
cal of the isochore families under consideration. Clearly, these 
isochores belonging to different families were missed by the 
Bayesian analysis of isochores.

A comparison of isosegmenter with the results of 
costantini et al. IsoSegmenter is, by far, the computational 
approach that leads to results that are the closest ones to the 
manually curated data of Costantini et al.15 Indeed, there is no 
stretch where isoFinder, or any other program, is closer to that 
of Costantini et al.15 than isoSegmenter is. Among all other 
data, even the nearest ones, those of isoBase gave 7- to –8-fold 
higher and lower values for isochore sizes and numbers, respec-
tively (see Supplementary Table 2). However, isoSegmenter 

13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 Mb

13 17 21 25 29 33

isoSegmenter

Costantini

A

B 37 41 45 Mb

figure 5. comparison of the results of costantini et al.15 for the long 
arm of human chromosome 21 (release hg17) with the results obtained 
using isosegmenter on this same release. red arrows indicate some 
200 kb isochores present in isosegmenter and absent in ref. 15.

results show some differences when compared with those of  
Ref. 15. The main source of such differences is the different 
way of analyzing isochore boundaries. Indeed, isoSegmenter 
uses the strict isochore boundaries presented in Supplementary 
Table 1, instead of accepting boundaries with a small com-
positional range (as done in Ref. 15), which requires, however, 
a subjective choice. Moreover, a number of 200 kb isochores were 
merged with flanking isochores in Ref. 15, but not in the case of  
isoSegmenter. These are the major reasons for the higher num-
ber of isochores, 4,107, detected by isoSegmenter vs. the smaller 
number, 3,254, of Costantini et al.15 As a consequence, the 
mean isochore size estimated by isoSegmenter, 715 kb, is lower 
than 903 kb of Ref. 15. A comparison of the two approaches 
is depicted in Figure 5, which shows the significantly larger 
 number of 200 kb isochores detected by isoSegmenter.

These differences also led to differences in the estimates of 
relative amounts of isochores belonging to different families. 
Indeed, as shown in Figure 6 and Supplementary Table 1, L1 
and L2 isochores are overestimated, whereas H1 isochores are 
underestimated. This result may be explained by the increasing 
level of compositional heterogeneity of isochore families char-
acterized by increasing GC levels (Supplementary Table 1).

In conclusion, we have developed a computational method 
for genome segmentation into isochores, which is fast and 
flexible, a necessity at a time when the sequences of so many 
genomes are available. This method allows a quick view of 
large-scale features of human genomes, as well as of any other 
genome for which assembled sequences are available. It should 
be stressed that the method is now undergoing a further elabo-
ration in order to move from the present fixed isochore borders 
to flexible ones that would much better reflect reality (avoid-
ing, however, the subjective decisions of Ref. 15).
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The compositional approach of the present automatic 
version opens up a vast array of applications that concern the 
large variations that exist not only in the genomes of different 
species but also in the genomes of the same species. It is well 
known that large-scale rearrangements, insertions/deletions, 
and translocations are frequent events, especially in GC-rich 
regions of the genome.44 Needless to say, such changes essen-
tially occur in noncoding sequences that not only represent the 
vast majority of the vertebrate genomes (98.5% in the human 
genome) but are also endowed with functional (regulatory) 
and structural properties.

General conclusions
The general conclusions of this article concern (1) a critical 
assessment of existing genome segmenting approaches; this 
led to stressing that isoPlotter relies on very small DNA seg-
ments (25 kb on an average) that do not reflect the isochore 
structure of the genome and that do not have any biological 
relevance; (2) the development of a fully automatic program, 
isoSegmenter, that can segment the human genome (as well as 
other genomes) into isochores; this program supersedes exist-
ing programs in providing results that are closer to the compo-
sitional structure of the genome.
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supplementary Material
supplementary table s1. Isochore families in the human 

genome (a).
Note: (a) The first four columns are from data of 

Costantini et al.15

supplementary table s2. Estimates of isochore num-
bers and sizes in the human genome.

supplementary Figure s1. Scheme of the fraction-
ation of complexes of DNA with sequence specific ligands. 
Binding of ligand molecules (red boxes) on DNA molecules 
depends upon the frequency of binding sites (oligonucleotides; 
blue boxes). Two DNA fragments are represented, which are 
 characterized by different frequencies of such sites (modified 
from ref. 10).

supplementary Figure s2A. The histogram shows the 
isochores from the human genome as pooled in bins of 1% 

GC. The Gaussian profile shows the distribution of isochore 
families that are represented by different colors as in Fig. 1. 
Gene densities and all other properties of the isochore fami-
lies define two genome spaces (separated by a vertical broken 
red line): the genome desert and the genome core (modified 
from Ref. 15).

supplementary Figure s2b. Smoothed contour plot of 
the gene landscape produced by plotting GC2 vs. GC3 (the 
GC levels of second and third codon positions, respectively) 
of 10,218 curated human genes. The GC3-richest cluster of 
genes is bimodal, even if this is only faintly visible in the fig-
ure. The vertical broken red line crosses the wide gap between 
the genes belonging to the L1, L2, H1 and those belonging 
to the H2, H3 isochore families (modified from Ref. 20).

supplementary Figure s3. Isochores of chromosome 
21 (release hg38) as obtained using 50-Kb to 400-Kb non-
overlapping windows.
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